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Important Information
This operating manual contains important safety information!  Please read carefully and understand 

all of the information before operating equipment.  

Save this manual for future use.

The owner and/or user of this equipment must have an understanding of the manufacturer’s 

operating instructions and warnings before using the portable traffic signal system.  Personnel 

involved in the use and operation of equipment shall be careful, competent, and trained in the safe 

operation of the equipment.  Warning information should be emphasized and understood.  If the 

operator is not fluent in English, the manufacturer’s instructions and warnings shall be discussed in 

the operator’s native language by the purchaser or owner.
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This manual will provide detailed information on programming, monitoring and maintenance, as well as 
setup and removal of the Horizon SQ3TS® Portable Traffic Signal System. Horizon Signal Technologies has a 
long history of providing high quality dependable portable traffic signal systems.  Our signal systems are 
extremely versatile and are available with a wide variety of modular add-on options.

This manual also includes some of the more popular add-on component options available for the Horizon 
SQ3TS® Portable Traffic Signal System. If you don’t find a component to meet your specific requirement 
please contact us as we have the expertise to custom design or integrate technologies into our signal 
systems.

If you have any questions, or would like additional assistance, please feel free to contact us at the 
information below:

Horizon Signal Technologies
407 N. 4th Street
Denver, PA 17517

Phone: (800) 852.8796
Fax: (717) 336.8824

www.horizonsignal.com

At Horizon Signal Technologies we are dedicated to providing unmatched customer service and support.  
We maintain a 24-hour technical support service center available at no charge to individuals, companies 
and agencies using our products.  

To contact our Technical Support Group:

1. Dial (800) 852-8796.
2. Press 2 for technical support when prompted.
3. You will be connected with a Technical Support Specialist or be asked to leave a 

message.
4. If you leave a message, be sure to include your phone number with area code.  

Your call will be returned promptly.

Introduction
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Upon arriving at the job site, begin by completing the following tasks:

1. Determine location and position of lights as per job plans.  See diagram below for an example of a typical work 
zone.

2. Have flaggers control traffic on both ends of the work zone.

3. Disconnect the rear trailer at the end of the work zone, and position as necessary.

4. Lower front set of stabilizer jacks and remove safety chains from vehicle.

5. Disconnect system from vehicle completely.  Lower the remaining jacks once vehicle is moved.

6. Level the trailer using all four stabilizer jacks.  Remove tongue and tires if necessary.

Light #1

Light #2

Positioning & Setup
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7. Before deploying the mast arm, determine if the signal heads must be rotated.  If so,

•	 Safely step up on to the trailer using the step on the fender.

•	 Use 9/16” wrenches to loosen the counter bolt on the light bracket.  Loosen and remove the second bolt using the 
same wrenches.

•	 With only the loose center bolt installed, the light bracket can now rotate 180 degrees.  Rotate the bar, and reinstall 
and tighten the bolts and nuts.

•	 Repeat this process for the second signal head on the trailer.

8. Transfer the mast arm to the operating position.

•	 Safely step up onto curb side fender using step on trailer fender

•	 Remove the two pins and clips located on the mast arms for transport
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•	 Safely step down off fender using front step on trailer fender

9. Unfold the portion of the mast that has the traffic light

•	 When unfolding the mast arm out into the roadway you must stop traffic!

10. Unfold the center portion of the mast, as seen above.

11. Swing the mast arm open until the pin holes are aligned.  Install the two pins and clips that you removed from the mast 
arm.

12. Determine if you need to extend the traffic light over the roadway.  To extend the overhead light:

•	 Remove the locking pin

•	 Slide arm out to desired distance

•	 Install the locking pin

•	 Secure excess cable to the arm to prevent it from hanging
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13. Flip the workzone indicator light to the operating position.

•	 This light points back into the work zone as an indication of the current signal indication.  If this light is illuminated, 
that signal is currently in red.  If the light is dark, the signal is currently green or yellow.

14. Raise mast arm to operating position.

•	 Remove pin and clip located on the rear support post.  Keep this pin with you, as it will be used to lock the mast 
arm in place once it has been raised.

•	 Ensure that there are no overhead wires or other obstructions before raising the arm.

•	 Turn on the hydraulic lift system by flipping the switch in the upper-right corner of the Horizon cabinet.

•	 Raise the mast arm using the Hydraulic Up/Down button in the upper left corner of the cabinet.
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•	 Insert safety locking pin and clip that you removed from the rear support post

•	 Install pad lock to lock pin in place so no unauthorized person can lower mast arm

15. Transfer solar panels to operating position by removing the pins and sliding them outward.

Repeat these steps for the unit at the other end of the job site.  The job site supervisor should have proper signs in loca-
tion.

You can now begin programming at light 1 (see Programming section).  When the program is running you may release 
flaggers from controlling traffic.

Removal of Trailers
To remove the trailers from the job site, follow the previous steps in reverse order.  Start by lowering 

the mast arm to the stowed position, making sure to replace all orange pins into the top of the 

system for transport.   If the extension arm was used, push it back to the standard position.  Close 

the solar panels and replace the gold pins to lock them in place.  Make sure all tires and tongues are 

in place and connect the trailer to a vehicle.  Ensure that all stabilizer jacks are up before driving.
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SQ3TS® Operating Position and Dimensions

Trailer Dimensions
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SQ3TS® Transport Position and Dimensions
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Important Information
This operating manual contains important safety information!  Please read carefully and understand 

all of the information before operating equipment.  

Save this manual for future use.

The owner and/or user of this equipment must have an understanding of the manufacturer’s 

operating instructions and warnings before using the portable traffic signal system.  Personnel 

involved in the use and operation of equipment shall be careful, competent, and trained in the safe 

operation of the equipment.  Warning information should be emphasized and understood.  If the 

operator is not fluent in English, the manufacturer’s instructions and warnings shall be discussed in 

the operator’s native language by the purchaser or owner.
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The controller cabinet houses the majority of the Horizon Signal components, including the Multi-Phase Controller, Data 

Radio, Circuit Board, ProStar Solar Charge Controller,  Hydraulic Control Switch, and Remote Monitoring System unit.

1. Multi-Phase Controller - Works in conjunction with other controllers in the signal 
system to operate signal timing and sequencing.  Internal conflict monitoring ensures 
safe operation of all signals.

2. SRM6220 Data Radio - Provides wireless communication link between all signals in the 
system, and allows for real-time monitoring of system.  Range of about 1 mile in ideal 
conditions.

3. Circuit Board - All connections to the controller are made here.

4. MorningStar ProStar - Solar charge controller that monitors solar amperage and battery 
voltage.

5. Remote Monitoring System (RMS) - Provides geographic location of system as well as 
alerts to fault modes and low battery voltages.

6. Hydraulic Up/Down Button -  Raises and lowers mast arm.  Hydraulic system must be 
powered on (switch in upper-right corner) and safety pin must be removed before 
raising the mast arm.

7. External Side Hirschmann Plug - Used for system monitoring and manual handling.

8. External Lower Hirschmann Plug - Used for sensors, video detection, etc.

1
2

3

4 5

6

The Controller Cabinet

7

8
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System Features
1. The Horizon Signal system is capable of three modes of operation. 

•	 Radio - Wireless communication between all controllers in the system.
•	 Cable - Wired communication between all controllers in the system.
•	 Quartz - Synchronized timing of all controllers in the system via quartz clocks.  Controllers 

do not communicate in this mode.
•	 A system can also utilize a mixture of radio and cable connections.

2. Systems can include up to 8 controllers or 7 phases of traffic.

3. Pre-defined programs for work zone signals make programming quick and easy.

4. Traffic dependent programs: green extension, rest in red, and priority detection.

5. INTERSECTION+ programming can be used for advanced possibilities, pedestrian and turn signals.

6. Memory storage allows the user to save up to 10 frequently used programs.

7. Programmable error signals: flash red, flash yellow, solid red, or lamps off.

8. Internal data logger records controller activity and errors. 

The Controller
The controller is where the currently running program is stored.  It is the device that coordinates all 
of the signals within a system and ensures that they all operate properly.  The controller can also 
detect errors on a signal or in a group.  Each phase of traffic has at least one controller.

The controller is programmed using the micro-terminal.  The micro-terminal plugs into the face of the 
controller via the 7-pin recept next to the power toggle switch.

Toggle Switch 
(Power)

Micro-Terminal recept 
(Hirschmann plug)

Software version
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If the controller is turned on without a micro-terminal plugged in, it will automatically load 
its most recent program.  This means that if the signals are shut off at night, the program 
will still be ready to run when they are powered on the next morning.  No reprogramming 
is necessary unless there has been a change to the work zone (speed or distance) or timing 
sequence.

If the controller is turned on with the micro-terminal plugged in, the Software Version 
screen will appear first.  After a few seconds, the screen will ask “New System?”  The only 
way to get to this screen is by turning the controller on with the micro-terminal plugged 
in.  Answering “No” keeps all settings and the most recent program will load, provided all 
required signals are active.

In order to run a program, all lights in the system must be powered on.  The Controller will 
only allow a program to load if the proper amount of Controllers are present in the system.

While running, each controller will monitor for errors.  When using radio or cabled 
communication, an error at one signal within a system will cause the entire system to enter 
a default mode. 
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SRM6220 Data Radio 

Example of a simple 2-Phase job with radio communication.  Typically, the Master radio is located at Light #1.  In 
this case, the Master is on communication channel 5.  Therefore, the radio in Light #2 must be programmed as a 
Slave 5.

Power
Reset / 
Config Comm.

•	 Reset/Config button - used to change radio designations and communication channel
•	 RF Indications:

P - indicates the radio has power.

L - flashes rapidly when the radio is communicating as a Master.  Remains solid 
when communicating as a Slave.

O - RF data transmit indication

I - RF data received indication

•	 LAN Indications:

L - LAN link indication (not used) 

A - LAN activity indication (not used)

M1 - Horizon peer-to-peer mode indication.  Remains solid when radio is operating.

M2 - Configuration Mode indication

•	 Diagnostics Port - used for system monitoring and radio settings

•	 Serial Linc Port - used for software upgrades

•	 Ethernet ports - not used

Master 5 Slave 5

LIGHT 1 LIGHT 2
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Morningstar ProStar 30
The ProStar 30 monitors and regulates solar charging of the batteries in your system.  The display cycles 
through 3 screens, along with the 3 red LEDs to the right of the display.  The first screen and LED will 
display the battery voltage on that trailer.  The second screen will show the current solar amperage be-
ing drawn by the solar panels.  The third screen will display the amerage of any additional comonents 
attached to the Load Circuit (if there are none it will read 0.0). 

The Horizon Portable Traffic Signal System is a 12-volt system.  A fully charged system will 
appear as approximately 12.6-12.8 volts on the Morningstar.  When the system is plugged in 
and charging, it is normal for the Morningstar to display a voltage of 13.6-13.8 volts.  To see 
the actual battery level, you must unplug the system and wait a few minutes.

The Horizon system will enter fault mode at 10.9 volts.  The RMS (if included) will report a 
low battery warning at 11.5 volts.  This will give the user approximately 24-48 hours to get 
power to the system before the signals go dark.

Circuit Board
The circuit board is where all connections to the 
controller are made.  The 37-pin serial connector 
plugs into the back of the controller to provide 
power and communications.  This plug must have 
a secure connection to the controller at all times 
when the system is in operation. 

There are three (3) 10-amp fuses attached to the 
board:  one protecting Pin #19, one protecting 
Pin #30, and a spare located in the bottom-right 
corner.
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Remote Monitoring System (RMS)
The Remote Monitoring System utilizes GPS, internet, and cell phone technology to send text 
messages to users and to generate internet reports for Horizon Signal systems.  Internet 
reports track information on location, operating hours, battery voltage, and fault/run.

The RMS system allows authorized users to access a satellite view of signal location via a 
password-protected webpage.  Users can assign up to four (4) 10-digit cell phone numbers 
and four (4) email addresses to each unit that will be contacted via text message or email in 
the event of a fault or low battery voltage.  Contact Horizon Signal Technologies to program 
your RMS system.
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The Micro-Terminal
The micro-terminal acts as a mechanism to enter programming data into the signal controllers. 
It also coordinates and synchronizes the signal controllers within a signal system.  Any multi-
phase micro-terminal can be used to program any multi-phase controller.  The micro-terminal 
gets plugged into the face of the Controller via the Hirschmann plug located next to the Power 
toggle switch (see next page for more information).

The Micro-Terminal plugs into 
the face of the controller via the 
Hirschmann plug, as seen here.  
The micro-terminal powers on when 
the Controller’s power switch is 
turned to the ON position.

Decrease 
Value / Scroll

Increase 
Value/ Scroll / 

Enter Pro-
gramming

Return / Go Back / Hold 
To Reset Terminal

Enter / Go Forward / 
Change Mode
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Micro-Terminal  Screens
The Micro-Terminal screen illuminates when plugged into the controller with power on.  The screen pro-
vides a visual display of the program data as well as real-time monitoring of a running program.  Here is 
a brief overview of some of the commonly used screens.

SYSTEM Menu Options Overview
Pressing “+” from the home screen of the micro-terminal accesses the SYSTEM menu.  This is where the user 
can create programs and view or change system settings.  Continue pressing the “+” key to cycle the menu as 
seen below.  To make a selection, press “E”.

Allows user to create or edit programs.  If the radio or cable 
communication options are used, all signals can be programmed 
from any single controller in the system. See programming guide 
starting on page 26.

Up to 10 programs can be stored in the memory.  Memory programs 
can be individually titled and can be edited.  See the System 
Memory guide on page 44.

 The internal system clock can be adjusted by pressing the “E” key 
to move the cursor and the “+” and “-” keys to adjust the date and 
time.  The clock should be set to local time.  More info on page 44.

Allows the user to change the operational status of the signals.  
Options include Automatic, Manual, Flash, Red Flash, Yellow Flash, 
and Off.  It is important to note that the mode will not change until 
the red clearance time entered in the programming section has 
expired.  This screen can also be accessed by simply pressing “E” 
from the home screen.  More info on page 45.

Allows the user to change settings of the system such as language 
and units of measurement.  More info on page 46.

Software Version screen.  First screen to appear when  
powering micro-terminal.  Can also be accessed by holding R at 
any time.  Press + while displayed to access Radio Configuration 
screen.
New System screen.  Only accessible by turning controller off, 
then on with micro-terminal plugged in.  Answering “Yes” allows 
reconfiguration of the system.  Answering “No” retains current 
settings.
Home Screen.  Displays all active signals in the system, as well 
as voltage, communication type, and current program.  Press + 
while displayed to enter programming.

Radio Configuration screen.  Allows radios to be designated 
“Master” or “Slave.”  Radio channel is also set here.

HORIZON SIGNAL
     3.120 US

 New System?
        Yes

1 :: ::     12,6v
R Program 1   10s

Radio type
→Master  14

SYSTEM
programming

SYSTEM
memory

SYSTEM
clock

SYSTEM
mode

SYSTEM
options
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Before a program can be entered, all of the controllers in the system must be  communicating.  To accomplish this, 
each controller is given an identity.  Additionally, when using wireless communication, each radio must be assigned 
a master or slave designation as well as an operating channel.  Cable can also be used to link the signals together.

Assigning Controller Identities
1. To begin, plug in your micro-terminal and power the system on.  If the system is 

already on, toggle it off and on again.  You will be presented with the initial startup 
screen which displays the software version number.

2. The micro-terminal will now ask you, “New System?”  By answering “No,” no changes 
are made to the controller’s identity.  Any time you wish to change an identity or add 
or remove signals, you must use this option.  In this case, answer “Yes.”  

3. The screen that follows is where you assign the controller’s identity.  The arrow 
identifies which option you currently have selected.  First, set the communication type 
(Radio, Cable, or Quartz timing).  Press E to advance the cursor to the next option.  
The first number represents the identity of the controller you are currently plugged 
into.  The second number represents the total number of controllers in the entire 
system.  Each of these numbers can be changed depending on your specific setup.  
For a typical 2-Phase workzone, you will have 2 signals (controllers).  Controller #1 gets 
assigned as 1/2.  Controller #2 gets assigned as 2/2. 

Larger systems work the same way.  A 4-Phase job would have controllers 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 
and 4/4, respectively.  Be sure not to repeat any numbers when assigning controllers, 
as this will cause errors when loading programs.

4. Repeat this process on each controller in your system.  Remember that each controller 
must have a different identity (first number) but the same total quantity (second 
number).  These settings only have to be configured once, unless you are 
changing the number of lights in your system!

Addressing Radios
Signal systems using radio communication require one Master radio which can relay program information to all other remote 
radios of the system.   There are 14 channels that can be used for communication.

1. To program your radio, start from the Home Screen.  Press and hold the “R” button until 
the software version screen appears.  Immediately press the “+” button before this 
screen disappears.  (If you miss the first time, just hold “R” again.)

2. First you must choose whether this radio is a Master or a Slave.  Each system must 
have ONE Master.  All other radios must be Slave radios.

3. Next, set the desired radio channel.  Every radio in the system uses the same channel.

4. Finally, the screen will ask you “Transmit OK?”  Once this screen appears, you must 
press the “Reset/Config” button located on the side of the radio unit (see next page), 
to allow the radio to accept the new configuration.  The red LED labeled “M2” should 
illuminate when the button is pressed to confirm that the radio can be reconfigured.

5. Continually press the E button on your micro-terminal to repeatedly transmit the 
new settings to the radio unit.  Once the “M2” light goes out, press “R” until you are 
returned to your home screen.  As each radio is properly addressed, you should see the 
signals appear on the top of your home screen.

Note:  The micro-terminal cannot read a radio’s existing address.  It can only SEND to the radio.  When changing an address, 
write the number on the sticker located on the side of the radio for future reference.

HORIZON SIGNAL
     3.120 US

New System?
      Yes

SYSTEM    OK?
Quartz  →1/2

1 :: ::     12,6v
R Program 1   10s

Radio type
→Master  14

Transmit      OK?
→Master  14

Getting Started
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Programming: An Introduction
The home screen is where the user can view current system status, as well as monitor real-time 

operation of the entire signal system.

The number in the top-left corner identifies the light your micro-terminal is plugged into.  This light 
also has a cursor below its visual indication in the active lights field.  By pressing “R” the user can move 
this cursor to identify battery voltage or errors on other lights in the system.  

From the home screen, micro-terminal buttons have the following functions:

(R)          Moves cursor to next signal.  Hold down to reset micro-terminal to 
Software Version screen.

(-)           Not used

(+)          Enters SYSTEM menu.

(E)          Select system mode (see below).

Mode Options:

 Automatic - Runs current program
 Manual - Activates manual control via micro-terminal
 Flash - Activates programmed flash mode
 Off - All Lamps off
 Red - All Lights solid red
 Flash red - All lights flash red
 Flash yel - All lights flash yellow
 Stop - Erases current program.  System configuration remains unchanged.

  

Light #

Connection Type

Battery Voltage

Counter

Program Name/
Mode/Errors

Active Lights

1 :: ::     12,6v
R Program 1   10s
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There are two main types of programs - work zone programs and intersection programs.  Work zone programs are programs 
where all groups go green one after the other.  Each group can work with fixed green times, green time extensions or resting in 
red.  Traffic gap, blink mode and error signal are selectable for each group.  A maximum of 5 programs can be switched on and 
off at 20 different times during all days of the week.

The pre-defined programs set parameters with standard values as a default to simplify programming for common work zone 
jobs.   The following default values are used on all lights in pre-defined programs:  

•	 Group Type = standard
•	 Yellow Clearance Time = 4 seconds
•	 Traffic Gap = 6.0 seconds
•	 Sensor Priority = No
•	 Max Red = None
•	 Min Green (between programs) = 10 seconds
•	 Min Red = 1 seconds
•	 Error = Flash Red
•	 Flash = Flash Yellow
•	 Flash Green = 0 seconds

Using the program type “Special” gives access to these parameters.

Intersection programs allow overlapping green times and more complex program structures. Intersection programs can handle 
special signals like pedestrian or turn signals.

Creating A Basic Program
1. From the Home Screen press “+” to access the System Menu.  The first option is 

System Programming.  Press E to begin.

2. The micro-terminal has several program templates pre-built for you.  These simple 
templates represent the most common types of workzones.  To pick the correct 
template, you will need to know how many phases of traffic will be in your workzone 
and how many Horizon controllers your system has.  When necessary. basic programs 
will automatically group Lights numerically based on their controller identities.

3. The speed of the workzone gets entered first.

4. The distance of the workzone gets entered next.  The microterminal will use these 
values to calculate a recommended Red clearance time.

5. The calculated Red time will be displayed based on the information already entered.  
This time can still be adjusted by using the + and -- buttons.

6. Number of Programs refers to the amount of different timing sequences this system 
will run for this setup.  This number is typically 1, unless day phasing is desired.

7. You will now be asked to enter Green times for Group #1 (C1 in the upper-right corner).  
The first number on the screen is the base green.  This is the minimum amount of 
green time a given phase will allow without detection.  The second number is the 
extension time.  The extension will only be applied if the system is using some form of 
vehicle detection.  If you are not using detection, the extension will be ignored.

SYSTEM
Programming

PROGRAMMING
2 phase 2 contr

SPEED
     25 mi/h

DISTANCE
C1 → C2    250 yd

RED TIME
C1 → C2     9s

NUMBER PROGRAMS
       1

PROGRAM 1      C1
Green → 10s+ 20s

Programming
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8. If you would like the signals in this group to remain Red until there is a vehicle 
detection, set Rest in Red to “Yes.”  Otherwise, set it to “No” to allow the signals to 
cycle normally.

9. Next, set the green times for Group #2 (C2 in the upper-right corner).  These times do 
not have to be the same as the times for Group #1.  

10. The Rest in Red option for Group #2 gets set next.

11. Number Times asks how many times per day the controller will change programs.  The 
default setting is 0.  This option is only used when you would like to run multiple 
programs throughout the course of a day or week, such as morning and evening rush 
hour programs.

12. Review the information you provided to the micro-terminal by viewing the summary 
screen at the end of the program.   The type of program will be displayed at the top 
of the screen, followed by # of programs, # of groups, and total # of lights.  When you 
are sure that the information is correct, press E to load the program.

13. The micro-terminal will show the progress of the radio programming (or cable if not in 
radio mode).  When the counter reaches 100%, the micro-terminal will go back to the 
home screen.

14. “Program loading” will appear at the bottom of the screen.  A new program will not 
load until the next red clearance interval is reached, at which point the program will 
load seamlessly with no flash or dark signals between programs.

Programs can be edited or changed at any time while the Horizon Signal system is running.  
By plugging in the micro-terminal the user can create new programs without any effect on the 
current program.  A new program that is created will be loaded during the next available Red 
Clearance time, and will be undetectable by motorists.

PROGRAM 1      C1
Rest in red No

PROGRAM 1      C2
Green → 10s+ 20s

PROGRAM 1      C2
Rest in red No

NUMBER TIMES
        0

2 phase 2 contr
Pr 1 Gr 2 Lig 2

Programming
Radio        25%

1 :: ::     12,6v
R Program loading
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2-Phase 2-Controller
 A 2-Phase 2-Controller work zone is the most common job site.  It involves two lanes of traffic, with 
one lane closure.   

Note that the micro-terminal refers to groups of lights using the letter “C” to identify them (C1, C2, etc).

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:....5..
C1   #########////--------------------------------------
C2 -------------------------##########////------------

“#” = Green (+ext.)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/Light #1

C2/Light #2

Simple Program Templates

The micro-terminal allows the user to choose from several simple program templates to make programming easier.  In order 
to choose the correct template for your job site, you must first know the number of traffic phases and number of controllers 
in your system.  Look at the diagrams on the following pages for descriptions of each simple program template.

Note that each of these examples can also be programmed using SPECIAL programming, which allows for greater control of 
parameters.
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2-Phase 4-Controller
 This setup is very similar to a 2-Phase 2-Controller work zone.  In this case, two controllers are 
operating as a single phase (group).   This is the typical program used for SQ2® carts.  Groups are color-
coded below for easy identification.

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:....5..
C1   #########////--------------------------------------
C2 -------------------------##########////------------

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

2-Phase 4-Controller can also be used to control simple intersections, as seen here.  The same signal group 
diagram can be used for this application.

C1/L1

C1/L2

C2/L3

C2/L4

C1/L1

C1/L2

C2/L3C2/L4
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3-Phase 3-Controller
 This setup is most often used for T-intersections, or work zones with a driveway.  In setups with more 
than 2 phases, you must determine the distance between all lights (C1-C2, C1-C3, and C2-C3).

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:...5....:....6....:....7
C1   #########////-------------------------------------------------------
C2 -------------------------##########////-----------------------------
C3 ---------------------------------------------------#####////--------

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/L1

C2/L2

C3/L3
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3-Phase 6-Controller
 This setup is very similar to a 3-Phase 3-Controller work zone.  In this case, two controllers are 
operating each phase (group).  Groups are color-coded below for easy identification.

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:...5....:....6....:....7
C1   #########////-------------------------------------------------------
C2 -------------------------##########////-----------------------------
C3 ---------------------------------------------------#####////--------

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/L1

C1/L2

C2/L3

C2/L4

C3/L5

C3/L6
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2-Phase 3-Controller
 In this setup, Light #1 and Light #2 control the same phase while Light #3 operates its own phase.

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:...5..
C1   #########////-------------------------------------
C2 -------------------------##########////-----------

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/L1

C1/L2

C2/L3
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2-Phase 6-Controller
 This setup uses one light per phase.  It is commonly used for work zones with driveways, parking lots, 
etc.  It can also be used to control simple intersections.

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:...5..
C1   #########////-------------------------------------
C2 -------------------------##########////-----------

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/L1

C1/L2

C1/L3

C1/L4

C2/L5

C2/L6
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4-Phase 4-Controller
 This setup uses one light per phase.  It is commonly used for work zones with driveways, parking lots, 
etc.  It can also be used to control simple intersections.

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:...5....:....6....:....7
C1   #########////-------------------------------------------------------
C2 ----------------##########////--------------------------------------
C3 ---------------------------------##########////---------------------
C4 --------------------------------------------------##########////----

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/L1

C2/L2

C3/L3
C4/L4
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4-Phase 8-Controller
 This setup is very similar to the 4-Phase 4-Controller setup.  In this case, two controllers operate each 
phase rather than just one.   Each direction of traffic operates as its own phase.  Note that this is the 
maximum number of controllers that may operate in one system.

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....:....4....:...5....:....6....:....7
C1   #########////-------------------------------------------------------
C2 ----------------##########////--------------------------------------
C3 ---------------------------------##########////---------------------
C4 --------------------------------------------------##########////----

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/L1

C3/L5C4/L7

C2/L3

C1/L2

C2/L4

C3/L6C4/L8
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2-Phase 8-Controller
 This setup is very similar to the 2-Phase 4-Controller setup.  In this case, two controllers operate each 
phase rather than just one.  Northbound and Southbound traffic may operate concurrently, and Eastbound 
and Westbound traffic can operate concurrently.  Note that this is the maximum number of controllers that 
may operate in one system.

Signal Group Diagram:
sec  ....:...1....:....2....:....3....
C1   #########////--------------------
C2 ----------------##########////---

“#” = Green (+ext)  “/” = Yellow  “-” = Red

C1/L1

C2/L6

C1/L2

C2/L5

C1/L3 C1/L4

C2/L7

C2/L8
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Special Programs allow for more control in the creation of a program.  The user has complete control over all of the options 
when creating a Special program.  This type of programming also allows the user to create signal systems that do not fit into 
any of the pre-built template programs already in the micro-terminal (2-Phase 2-Controller, 4-Phase 4-Controller, etc).

1. From the Home Screen press “+” to access the System Menu.  The first option is System 
Programming.  Press “E” to begin.

2. Use the “+” key to scroll through the Programming menu until you see “Special.”  Press 
“E.”

3. You must first define the number of groups (phases of traffic) that your program will 
have.  There can be multiple controllers per group.

4. After the total number of groups has been entered, the micro-terminal will ask you how 
many lights (controllers) are in each group, starting with Group 1.  

5. Traffic Gap refers to the amount of time the system will hold a detection in memory 
after that detection occurs.  When the final car passes through the light, the green will 
be extended this amount of time to allow for more cars to pass through.

6. Yellow time can be set for each individual phase from 0-15 seconds.  The default value 
is 4 seconds.

7. The Error setting is the mode that the phase will enter in the event of a fault.  Each 
phase can have its own Error mode.

8. The Flash setting is the mode that the phase will enter if the user manually enters Flash 
Mode.  (This can be done by pressing E from the home screen.)  This will also be the 
startup mode when the signal is first powered on.

9. Items 4-8 will now be repeated for each remaining group in your system.  Again, values 
and settings do not have to remain the same for every group.  

10.  Enter the distance between each of the lights in your system.  

11.  Enter the average speed of the slowest anticipated vehicle travelling through your work 
zone.

12. The micro-terminal will display the calculated red time.  Unlike simple programming, 
Special programming shows you the red time in both directions (C1 to C2 and C2 to C1).  
All times can be adjusted by using the “+” and “--” keys.

13. Number of Programs refers to the amount of different timing sequences this system will 

run for this setup.  This number is typically 1, unless day phasing is desired.

14. Green times for Group 1 can now be entered.  The first number shown is the base, or 
minimum green.  The second number is the extension.  Base green + extension = maxi-
mum green.

SYSTEM
Programming

PROGRAMMING
Special

NUMBER GROUPS
       2

GROUP 1        C1
Lights      2

GROUP 1        C1
Traf. gap    6,0s

GROUP 1        C1
Yellow      4s

GROUP 1        C1
Error →flash red

GROUP 1        C1
Flash →flash yel

DISTANCE      
C1 → C2  250 yd

SPEED
C1 → C2  25 mi/h

RED TIME
C1 → C2    21s

NUMBER PROGRAMS
        1

PROGRAM 1      C1
Green → 10s+ 20s

Special Programming
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15. If you would like this signal to remain Red until there is a vehicle detection, set Rest in 
Red to “Yes.”  Otherwise, set it to “No” to allow the signal to cycle normally.

16. Sensor Priority gives that controller priority in the event of multiple detections.  Other 
signals will get green extensions dropped in favor of signals with priority.

17. Steps 14-16 will be repeated for Group #2.  Enter Green time and extension, as well as the 
Rest in Red option and Sensor Priority for each remaining group.

18. Number Times asks how many times per day the controller will change programs.  The 
default setting is 0.  This option is only used when you would like to run multiple 
programs throughout the course of a day or week, such as morning and evening rush 
hour programs.

19. The Max Red Parameter allows the controller to force a cycle on any phase that has rested 
in Red for this amount of time.  This is only necessary when Rest in Red mode is enabled 
on any signals.

20. The Min Green Parameter dictates the shortest allowable green time for all phases.  Useful 
when operating in Manual Mode.

21. The Min Red Parameter dictates the shortest allowable red time for all phases.  Usefull for 
Rest in Red scenarios where the same phase may be called repeatedly.

22. The Flash Green Parameter adds a period of flashing green during the Yellow Interval.  Be 
aware that any Flash Green time will be subtracted from the programmed Yellow Time.  
Example: 10 second yellow time with 5 second flash green time = 5 seconds flash green 
and 5 seconds yellow.

23. Review the information you provided to the micro-terminal by viewing the summary 
screen at the end of the program.   The type of program will be displayed at the top of 
the screen, followed by # of programs, # of groups, and total # of lights.  When you are 
sure that the information is correct, press E to load the program.

24. The micro-terminal will show the progress of the radio programming (or cable if not in 
radio mode).  When the counter reaches 100%, the micro-terminal will go back to the 
home screen.

25.  “Program loading” will appear at the bottom of the screen.  A new program will not 
load until the next red clearance interval is reached, at which point the program will load 
seamlessly with no flash or dark signals between programs.  

PROGRAM 1      C1
Rest in red No

PROGRAM 1      C1
Sen prio.    No

NUMBER TIMES
        0

Special
Pr 1 Gr 2 Lig 2

Programming
Radio        40%

1 :: ::     12,6v
R Program loading

PARAMETER
Max. red   --s

PARAMETER
Min. green  3s

PARAMETER
Min. red  3s

PARAMETER
flash green  0s
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Creating A PreEmption Program Using “Special” 
Programming
Requires controller software version 3.124 (Emergency Sensor).  Must be used in conjunction with either motion or presence 
detection.  Only 1 controller per phase required.  Manual handling is only available using the micro-terminal with this software.

PROGRAMMING: Special

Groups 2

Group  Lights    Gap    Yellow     Error       Flash    

1  C1             1          6.0          4          fl. red      fl. red       
2  C2             1          6.0          4          fl. red      fl. red     

Enter Distance
Enter Speed
Adjust Red Tme as necessary

Number of Programs   1

Number Times   0

Max Red  --s
Min Green  10s
Min Red  1s
Flash Green  0s

Software version 3.124 allows a single controller to 
handle preemption calls.  A doppler sensor or video 
detection must be used in conjunction with the pre-
emption sensor in order to receive an emergency call.

The system gets programmed as a normal “Special” 
program would.  All phases must have Sensor Priority 
(“Sen prio.”) set to YES.

Once a Pre-Emption program is running, it is important 
to remove the Micro-Terminal from the controller.  
Leaving it plugged in can cause a conflict during a pre-
emption call.

PROGRAM 1      C2
Sen prio.  Yes

PROGRAM 1      C1
Green → 10s+ 20s

PROGRAM 1      C1
Rest in red No

PROGRAM 1      C1
Sen prio.  Yes

PROGRAM 1      C2
Green → 10s+ 20s

PROGRAM 1      C2
Rest in red No
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INTERSECTION+ Programming Examples
Intersection With Pedestrian Crossing
INTERSECTION+
Groups 4

Group   Type  Lights Yel     Prio.     Rest Red     Jump S-Time   Gap    Error    Flash    Light #

1  C1   standard      2         4         No            No    No   1 No    5.0   fl. red       yell             1
2  C2   standard      2         4         No            Yes    No   1 No    5.0   fl. red       yell             2
3  P1   Pedestrian      2         0         No            No    No   1 No    1.0      off          off              3, 4
4  P2   Pedestrian      2         0         No            Yes    No   1 No    1.0      off          off              5, 6

Intergreen Times (Red+Yellow)
          C1    C2    P1    P2
C1     xx      6      --       8
C2      6      xx     8       --
P1      --      7      xx     --
P2      7      --      --      xx

Program 1
Type ext. cycle
Cyc. 40s
SP 5

             frm    to    ext.
C1          1      12     40
C2          21    32     40
P1          1        8       0
P2          21    28     C2

Shift Ponts
1   Mo   Tu   We   Th   Fr   Sa   Su         00:00 o’clock     Program 1

Max Red            --s
Min Green        5s
Min Red             1s
Flash Green      0s
Back Calc           Pn Switch Time
Offset             0s

Program 1

sec  ....:....1....:....2....:....3....:....4
C1   ############////------------------------ 
C2 --------------------############////----
P1 ########--------------------------------
P2 --------------------########------------

Program 1 rests C1 and P1 in green, 
and rests C2 and P2 in red.  If the 
sensor at C2 gives a signal or the pe-
destrian push button gets pressed. C2 
and P2 run their green times.  C1 and 
C2 work with green extensions.
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Green On Demand with 3 Movements
Requires controller version 3.122 or higher AND micro-terminal version 3.110 or higher.  Presence detection also required.

INTERSECTION+ 

Groups 4
Lights 5
Group   Type  Lights   Yel     Prio.      Rest Red           Jump S-Time   Gap  Error      Flash       Light #

1  C1   standard      1         4         No            Yes    No   1 Yes    5.0      Fl Yellow    Fl Yellow         1
2  C2   turn              1         4         No            Yes    No   2 Yes    5.0      Lamp off    Lamp off        2
3  C3   standard      1         4         No            Yes    No   3 Yes    5.0      Fl Yellow     Fl Yellow        3
4  C4   standard      2         4         No            Yes    No   4 Yes    5.0        Fl Red           Fl Red          4

Intergreen Times (Red+Yellow)
          C1    C2    C3    C4
C1     xx      --      --      5
C2      --      xx      5      5
C3      --       5      xx     5
C4      5       5       5     xx

Number of Programs     4

 

Number of Switch Times       5
1   C1 demands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Program 3
2   C2 demands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Program 2
3   C3 demands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Program 3
4   C4 demands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Program 4
5   Mo   Tu   We   Th   Fr   Sa   Su         00:00 o’clock     Program 1

Max Red            --s
Min Green        10s
Min Red             1s
Flash Green      0s

Back Calc   Pn     Switch Time
Offset                   0s

               Program 1
Type Special
Cyc. 5s
SP 1

               Program 2
 Special
 8s
 1

               Program 3
 Special
 5s
 1

               Program 4
 Special
 5s
 1

               frm    to    ext.
C1            --       5        0
C2            --       5        0
C3            --       5        0
C4            --       5        0

         frm    to    ext.
          1        --      45
          1        --      12
          --        8       0
          --        8       0

         frm    to    ext.
          1        --     45
          --        5       0
          1        --     45
          --        5       0

         frm    to    ext.
          --       5       C3
          --       5        0
          --       5        0
          1       --       25

Program 1
5 sec cycle
C1 Red
C2 Red
C3 Red
C4 Red

Program 2
8 sec cycle
C1 Green
C2 Green
C3 Red
C4 Red

Program 3
5 sec cycle
C1 Green
C2 Red
C3 Green
C4 Red

Program 4
5 sec cycle
C1 Red
C2 Red
C3 Red
C4 Green
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Pedestrian Corssing Using “Special” Programming

PROGRAMMING: Special

Groups 2

Lights 4

Group  Lights    Gap    Yellow     Error       Flash    

1  C1             1          1.0          4          fl. red      fl. red       
2  C1             1          1.0          4          fl. red      fl. red 
2  C2             1          1.0          12        fl. red      fl. red
2  C2             1          1.0          12        fl. red      fl. red    

Enter Distance
Enter Speed

C1 - C2 Red = 2 Seconds
C2 - C1 Red = 2 Seconds

Number of Programs   1

Number Times   0

Max Red  --s
Min Green  10s
Min Red  1s
Flash Green  0s

PROGRAM 1      C2
Sen prio.  No

PROGRAM 1      C1
Green → 10s+ 110s

PROGRAM 1      C1
Rest in red No

PROGRAM 1      C1
Sen prio.  No

PROGRAM 1      C2
Green → 20s+ 0s

PROGRAM 1      C2
Rest in red Yes

Pedestrian crossing will be available after 120 seconds 
minimum green for vehicular traffic.  User must 
ground Pin #1 on one of the traffic signals in group 
C1.
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System Memory
The memory storage function of the micro-terminal is accessible by pressing “+” from the home screen 2 times.  Using the 
memory function allows the user to save up to 10 programs that can be loaded or edited for later use.  Memory programs can 
be given unique names to identify them.  This name will be shown on the home screen when the program is loaded.

To create and store a program, or edit an existing program in memory:

1. From the Home Screen press “+” to access the System Menu.  Press “+” one more 
time to  scroll to the memory function and press “E” to enter.

2. There are 10 memory slots in this section of the micro-terminal.  By using the “+” 
and “-” buttons to scroll through, you can view the programs stored in each slot.  
Find one that is empty and press “E.”

3. Using the “+” and “-” buttons, scroll through the alphabet to give your program a 
unique name that will help you identify it later.  Include a blank space at the end to 
enter the program name.  From this point the micro-terminal will ask you to create a 
program as normal.  Follow the prompts and enter the program data.

4. When you reach the end of the program, you swill see a screen confirming that your 
program has been stored into memory.  Programs will stored in memory are not 
immediately loaded and run.

5. To load the program, or any other program stored in memory,  choose it from the 
memory list by pressing “E.”  You will have three options to choose from by using 
the “+” button:

Loads and runs the chosen program.

Allows the user to edit or review the chosen program.

Deletes the chosen program, emptying that memory slot.

SYSTEM
memory

horizon
delete?

MEMORY       → 1
<empty>

PROGRAM NAME
horizon_

horizon
stored !

MEMORY       → 1
horizon

horizon
program?

horizon
edit?

SYSTEM Menu
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System Clock
The system clock is used to synchronize quartz systems and tag all entries in the data log.  It is also used in programs that utilize 
dayphasing.   By pressing “E” the user can set the clock to local time.  The “+” and “-” buttons are used to change values, and “E” 
is used to enter and move forward.

System Mode
The mode function of the micro-terminal is used to change between signal operation modes.  This menu can also 

be accessed by simply pressing “E” from the home screen.  Once inside this menu, the user can scroll through the various 
operational modes by using the “+” and “-” buttons and pressing “E” to select and enter that mode.  When a mode is 
selected, it will not change until the next programmed red clearance interval has expired.

Automatic     Runs the currently loaded program

        Manual      Signals are operated manually via the micro-terminal.    
       User cannot override red clearance times

            Flash      Signals will operate in the Flash mode selected in the System     
                       Options menu (Red Flash or Yellow Flash).  SPECIAL programs  
        allow for override of this setting within the program.

          Off       Signal indications will go dark and no longer be displayed.        
       Program is not deleted.

        Red       All signals will go to a solid red indication and remain in this  
       state until the mode is changed.

   Red Flash      All signals will go to a flashing red indication and remain in this  
       state until the mode is changed.

Yellow Flash     All signals will go to a flashing yellow indication and remain in  
       this state until the mode is changed.

       Stop      The current program is stopped and erased.  Signals will go to  
      Flash mode.  A new program must be created or loaded from  
      memory before signals can operate in Automatic mode again.

Day of Week

Day

Month
Year

Hour

Min

Sec

   Fr 23.04.10
    08:50:34
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System Options
When you are setting up a system for the first time, it is a good idea to check the controller’s settings.  You can access these 
options by pressing “+” from the Home Screen and scanning through the SYSTEM menu until you see “System Options.”  
Press “E” to enter the menu.  Each of these settings refers to the specific controller which you are plugged into.

You will first be prompted to enter a password.  The default Horizon password is “abcd.”  
Use the + button to scroll through the alphabet.  To enter the password, leave a blank 
space at the end and press E.

Language sets the micro-terminal language. English, French and Spanish are available.

Signal Sequence sets units of distance and speed to the appropriate country (USA or Canada - 
CDN).

Change clear time manual allows the user to manually handle the system with no regard for 
programmed Red clearance time.  When the option is disabled (set to “No”), Red clearance 
time is automatically added between opposing greens when manually handling.

Timeout refers to the amount of time the controller will tolerate a break in radio 
communication.  Note that the higher this number is, the longer it will take the system to fail 
in the event of a communication loss.  The default Horizon value is 5.0 seconds

Quartz Substitution is an option that allows the system to continue operating once radio 
communication has been lost.  If communication is broken for longer than the Timeout value, 
the controller can revert to Quartz mode to continue operating.   By default, this option is set 
to “No.”  There are four other options to choose from in the event of lost communication:

•	 Flash Red - A flashing red indication will be shown in place of green during green 
time

•	 Flash Yellow - A flashing yellow indication will be shown in place of green during green 
time.

•	 Off - Lamps will go dark during green time.

•	 Green - Green indication will appear as normal.  Green time will equal the programmed 
minimum green PLUS half of the extension time.

When the system is running in Quartz Substitution mode, extended green times will be 
disabled due to the loss of communication.  All green times will equal the base green time plus 
half the extension time.  If communication is reestablished, the program will run as normal.  
Once activated, the system will run a minimum of 2 cycles before returning to radio mode 
(once communication has ben re-established).

Error Signal is the mode that this particular controller will enter in the even of a failure when 
running a pre-defined program.  Flash Red, Flash Yellow, Solid Red, and Lamp Off are available.  
Flash Red is the default setting.

Flash Signal is the indication that will be displayed when the user manually activates Flash 
Mode via the micro-terminal when running a pre-defined program.  Flash Yellow is the default.  
NOTE:  Using SPECIAL programming, each phase can be set to a different Flash Mode to allow 
main traffic to flow while side streets must stop.

Horn Output is not used.  It gets set to Error.

Finally, you will be asked to confirm the password one final time.  

NOTE: If any of these settings are changed, they will not take effect until a new program is loaded.

PASSWORD
abcd_
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Conflict Monitor / System Faults
The Horizon Signal controller has a built-in malfunction management unit, or conflict monitor.  This unit 
monitors system operation in real time to ensure proper and safe operation.  In the event that an error 
occurs, the conflict monitor will force the system into the programmed fault mode.   

Possible faults include: loss of communication in radio or cable mode, burned-out lamps, crossed-
indications (multiple lamps on at once), and improper battery voltage (low or high).

Data-Logger
 The Horizon controller has a built-in data logger that records each “event” during system operation.  
These events include startup and shutdown, changing of programs, changing of modes, and all errors.   
All events include the date and time they occured (it is important that the date and time are set correctly 
in the micro-terminal).  The log will store 500 events before it will overwrite previous entries.

A transfer cable is required to download the data log to any Microsoft Windows based PC.  Once the log is 
downloaded, it can also be printed for review.
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The Wireless Interface Module allows a Horizon Portable Traffic Signal to be connected to and controlled by any 
NEMA compliant street corner controller.  This system allows for quick and easy temporary signal substitution of 
a permanent signal in the event of a knockdown, signal relocation, or traffic pattern reconfiguration.  The entire 
system can be setup and operational in 30 minutes.  Any Horizon Signal system equipped with Wireless Interface 
components may also be used in the normal Horizon mode as well.

The controller cabinet on the Horizon Wireless Interface System stores all of the Horizon Signal components, as well 
as the compnonents used to interface with the street corner controller.  

1.  Multi-Phase Controller (Through Phase) - Works in conjunciton with other controllers 
in the signal system to operate signal timing and sequencing.  This controller specifically 
controls the through-phase of this trailer.  

2.  Multi-Phase Controller (Turn Phase) - Works in conjunciton with other controllers in 
the signal system to operate signal timing and sequencing.  This controller specifically 
controls the left turn-phase of this trailer.  

3.  Blink/Mode Switch - “Blink” switch is used to set the desired “blink” or “flash” mode 
for this individual trailer.  “Mode” switch is used to go between “Knockdown” or normal 
“Horizon” operation.  Knockdown mode bypasses the Horizon controllers to allow the 
street corner controller to operate the system.

4.  PLC -Stores program for normal operation of system when in Knockdown mode.

1 2

3

4

Wireless Interface System
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Wireless Interface System Setup

The Cabinet Interface Module (above) is the unit that gets installed on the existing street 
corner traffic signal controller cabinet.  It utilizes wireless radio communication to trans-
mit and receive lamp loads on the temporary signal.

1. Note the number on the Cabinet Interface Module (upper left).  This number represents 
the radio channel assigned to this box.  You will need to know this number when 
deploying the Horizon Portable Signal.

2. Address the slave radio (in the PTS trailer) using the provided micro-
terminal.  To do this, you must set the “Mode” switch to “Horizon” 
and plug the micro-terminal into Controller 1.  The Home Screen will 
load.  Press and hold the R button until the micro-terminal reboots.  Quickly press “+” 
when the software version screen appears.

•	 You will now be directed to the radio configuration screen.  Change 
the radio type to “slave” and press Enter.  

•	 Change the radio number to match the number that appears on your Cabinet Interface 
Module.  Press Enter.

•	 Finally, the screen will ask “Transmit OK?”  Press the Reset/Config 
button, located on the face of the radio.  The M2 indicator LED will 
illuminate.  Once this light comes on, continually press Enter on the 
micro-terminal until the light goes dark.  Your slave radio is now 
configured to communicate with the Cabinet Interface Module. 

3. Set your desired Blink (Flash) mode.  Using the Blink switch, choose either Yellow or Red, 
based on the phase being replaced.

1 :: ::     12,6v
R Program 1   10s

Radio type
→slave       1

Transmit      OK?
→slave       1
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4. Set the Horizon PTS to Knockdown mode using the Mode switch.

5. Test the communication link.  At this point, you can test the connection between your 
Interface Module and the Horizon PTS prior to setup.  Apply power to the Interface 
Module form any 110-volt source.  The Horizon PTS should go dark when in Knockdown 
mode, awaiting a transmission from the master radio in the Cabinet Interface Module.

6. Position and deploy the Horizon PTS.  Set the trailer at the desired location to replace the 
disabled phase.

7. Install the Cabinet Interface Module on the street corner cabinet.  Connect the lamp 
wires as needed.  All wires are labeled for your convenience.  When all wires have been 
connected, plug in the power cord for the Interface Module.  As soon as the Interface 
Module receives power, the Horizon PTS will abort its flash mode and the street corner 
controller will be in control.
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Important Information
This operating manual contains important safety information!  Please read carefully and understand 

all of the information before operating equipment.  

Save this manual for future use.

The owner and/or user of this equipment must have an understanding of the manufacturer’s 

operating instructions and warnings before using the portable traffic signal system.  Personnel 

involved in the use and operation of equipment shall be careful, competent, and trained in the safe 

operation of the equipment.  Warning information should be emphasized and understood.  If the 

operator is not fluent in English, the manufacturer’s instructions and warnings shall be discussed in 

the operator’s native language by the purchaser or owner.
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Charging the Batteries
It is important to note that in colder climates 
solar collection alone may not be sufficient to 
maintain optimum battery voltage.  If battery 
voltage drops, the Horizon Signal system can 
be charged using an additional power source.  
The battery charger can be connected to any 
110v power source using the power plug 
located underneath the front of the trailer.  

Depending on battery voltage, it may take up 
to 24 hours or more to return the batteries to 
a full charge.

Battery Box

The breaker located in the battery box provides 
power to the battery charger.  Keep this breaker in 
the ON position to charge the SQ3’s battery bank.

The main Fuse Panel is located on the battery hold-
down inside the battery compartment.  The panel 
contains (3) fuses:

1.  30A - Solar from Morningstar
2.  20A - Electric Brakes
3.  15A - Console power

To turn off main power to the SQ3 system, remove 
the 15A fuse.
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Annual Maintenance
Horizon Signal recommends the following maintenance be performed on an annual basis to help 
prolong the life of your SQ3TS® system.  Note: Battery maintenance should be performed every 3 
months.

Axel
•	 Place a safety jack stand on main frame rail under trailer.
•	 Remove tire & wheel, inspect for cracks, and set air pressure to 50 psi
•	 Remove axle hub by removing dust cap, bend over locking tab, remove spindle nut, locking tab, and washer, pull hub 

off axle.
•	 Inspect bearings and grease seal for wear.
•	 Repack bearings with wheel bearing grease.
•	 Install axle hub by sliding hub onto axle, install spindle washer, lock ring and nut, tighten nut up, then back off 1/8 to 

¼ turn and bend locking tab into grove of nut, replace dust cap.
•	 Install tire & wheel and torque lug nuts to 90 - 120 ft. lbs.

12v Trailer Lights
•	 Inspect all 12v trailer lights, and replace if needed (trailer maker lights, turn signals, and tail lights).
•	 Inspect and replace any wiring and plug if cut or damaged.
•	 Inspect all reflectors, and replace if needed.
•	 Check operation of breakaya switch

Coupler
•	 Inspect coupler or pintle eye and clevis for wear and replace if needed.
•	 Inspect tongue and coupler mounting area.
•	 Inspect safety chains for wear, and replace if needed.

Hydraulics
•	 Check for evidence of fluid leakage
•	 If leaks are detected, check fluid level.  Tank should be filled to approximately 1/2.  DO NOT OVERFILL.

Signal Heads
•	 Inspect top and bottom light mounting bolts.
•	 Inspect all LEDs in lights.
•	 Inspect all doors and rubber gasket for proper location.
•	 Inspect tightness of door screws.
•	 Inspect all shields on lights.
•	 Inspect wire harness in light for any cut wires.

•	 Inspect all wire cords from battery box and from controller to light.

Battery Box (Battery maintenance should be performed approximately every 3 months)
•	 Inspect battery box doors and latches.
•	 Inspect battery case for any leaks.
•	 Inspect battery water levels.  DO NOT OVERFILL.
•	 Inspect battery charger and wire connections.
•	 Inspect battery cables and connections.
•	 Make sure batteries are fully charged.
•	 During winter months, make sure batteries are stored in a warm location or keep them charged so they do not freeze!
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Solar
•	 Inspect all solar panels for cracks and hardware tightness.
•	 Inspect all wire connections at solar panel junction boxes.
•	 Inspect all wiring from solar panels to solar charger in console box.
•	 Inspect solar charger and wire connections.
•	 Inspect all solar frames and slides.
•	 Check all bolts and nuts for tightness, replace if needed.
•	

Tires
•	 Check tire pressure and inflate to 50psi as needed.
•	 Inspect for damage and separation.
•	 Tighten all lug nuts to 100’ lb.
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Molded Trailer Plug
Below is the Wiring Diagram for the 7-Pole Molded Standard Trailer RV Cord used on the SQ3TS® trailers.  

The cords have encapsulated terminals and wires to form a single weather-tight, noncorrosive assembly.  

This feature keeps the moisture out and allows for a more secure connection.

1. Black (Battery Charge)

2. Green (Tail & License)

3. Red (Left Stop & Turn)

4. White (Ground)

5. Blue (Electric Brake)

6. Brown (Right Stop & Turn)

7. Yellow (Auxiliary)

1

2

3

4
5

6

7
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Important Information
This operating manual contains important safety information!  Please read carefully and understand 

all of the information before operating equipment.  

Save this manual for future use.

The owner and/or user of this equipment must have an understanding of the manufacturer’s 

operating instructions and warnings before using the portable traffic signal system.  Personnel 

involved in the use and operation of equipment shall be careful, competent, and trained in the safe 

operation of the equipment.  Warning information should be emphasized and understood.  If the 

operator is not fluent in English, the manufacturer’s instructions and warnings shall be discussed in 

the operator’s native language by the purchaser or owner.
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Doppler Sensor
The ASIM Doppler Sensor accurately and efficiently detects approaching motion at speeds as low 
as 2.5 miles per hour.   The small, compact unit is easily mounted to the horizontal mast arm, or 
below the lower light for accessibility.  The unit can be plugged into either junction box (via the 
3-prong plug) located on the Horizon Signal mast arm for power.  

The ASIM sensor is a plug-and-play device.  No additional programming is necessary when installi-
lng on a Horizon Signal system.  Once plugged in, the system will begin monitoring for detections.  
An LED indicator located on the face of the unit provides efficient confirmation of every detection. 

Factory settings may be adjusted to meet specific needs or requirements.  By default, a doppler is 
set to HIGH sensitivity, LOW detection speeds (2.5 mph), and APPROACHING traffic. 

Video Detection
The video detection system provides true presence detection and can be configured with multiplee detection zones.  The video 
detection system does not require a laptop computer or special software for programming.  The associated sotfware for configuring 
the system is already installed in the video detection module and allows for a quick and easy setup. 

Iteris Camera Setup

1. Connect power to back of video box.
2. Connect sensor cable to back of video box (serial plug).
3. onnect video cable between video box and monitor.
4. Plug in camera cable to front of video box (green end).
5. Plug in mouse to USB port.

6. Press and hold MEN button on video box for 3 seconds.
7. Menu will appear on screen.  Click “Add” to create your first zone.
8. “Label” can be any number.  It is just used to identify your zone.
9. Direction – DOWN
10. Type – PRESENCE
11. And/W – Same number as your “Detail” on top of menu.
12. Ch/Out – choose 1 or 2 depending on thru or left turn phase.

13. Go to Exit to start drawing your zone.
14. Begin with upper left corner and go clockwise.
15. To create a second zone, repeat steps 7-14.
16. To move or delete zones, use “Mov” or “Del” on the main menu.
17. To zoom or focus the camera, choose “Utl” (Utilities) and choose “Lens Adjustment.”  If any changes are made, you must  

choose “Set” to save them.

18. Finally, choose “Q” from the main menu to quit and learn the system.  You will see an asterisk (*) beside each zone as it is 
learned.  When the asterisk disappears, the zone is ready.

19. When detection is present, corners of the zone will appear and detect light on box will illuminate.

Traffic Actuation
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Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption

The Pre-Emption system reacts to optical patterns emitted by emergency vehicle lights.  Upon detection, the 
system will give the earliest possible green in the appropriate direction to accomodate the approaching emer-
gency vehicle.  Please note that long work zones with lengthy Red Clearance times may increase the amount 
of time before the earliest possible green.

Setup:

1. Mount the Horizon Pre-Emption box on the rear of the Hydraulic cover using 4-3/8” bolts

2. oute the wire down through the hole in the deck of the trailer and plug into Lower Hirschmann plug hang-
ing below the Controller Cabinet.  Do not plug into side Hirschmann port.

3. Disable the relay at the top left of the controller cabinet (to the left of the Controller) by disconnecting the 
Red wire from Pin #16A.

4. Mount the Pre-Emption detector on the extension arm of the Horizon Signal SQ3 system.  Use a 3/8” bolt 
to secure.

5. Create a Special Pre-Emption program, giving Sensor Priority to all phases with Pre-Emption equipment 
installed.  See page 42.

6. After loading the program, unplug the micro-terminal and test the operation.  Micro Terminal must remain 
unplugged during operation.  A pre-emption call can conflict with an active micro-terminal.
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Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption
The Pre-Emption System provides a green phase in the 

direction of a approaching emergency vehicle.  Indication 
lights will confirm the system is functioning. Actuation is 

accomplished through optical communication.

Piolt Car/Flagger Module
Allows the pilot car driver to operate the Horizon Signal 

System remotely using a handheld transmitter.  The user 
can request a green indication for a prescribed amount 

of time, which will be followed by an unlimited red time 
until the next request.

Pedestrian Signals
Pedestrian Signals can be added to the SQ3TS® trailer 
mounted signal system, and can also be used as a stand 
alone, cart mounted indication for flexible placement.  
Horizon pedestrian signals conform to MUTCD Standards 
and are available with a push button actuation, and 
countdown indications.

Remote Monitoring System
The RMS reports geographical signal location, battery 

voltage, and failures via email and text messages to keep 
you  informed if there is a problem.

Specialty Components

Horizon portable traffic signal systems are component-based systems.  The optional add-on 
components enable designers and engineers to meet specific job requirements.
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Back Plates
Easy to install backplates are available to enhance the 
highly visible 12” diamter LED signal indications.  Back 
plates are available in Yellow or Black.

Dual Overhead Lights
An additional overhead light can be added to the Horizon 
portable trailer for specialty applcations.  Signal heads 
can also rotate 180 degrees to allow for flexible trailer 
placement.

Haul Road Control
An additional signal head can be mounted on the Horizon 
Signal SQ3TS® trailer at a perpendicular angle to provide 
idications for haul roads.

Turn Arrow
Additional phases with turn arrows can be added to the 
Horizon portable signal system to enable the control of 
intersections with dedicated turning lanes.
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Manual Control
Horizon controllers can be programmed to operate 

in Manual mode via a handheld remote and wireless 
reciever.  The Horizon system still provides full conflict 

monitoring in this mode to prevent conflict.

Communication Options
Horizon Signal Systems are available with a hardwire 
interconnect and/or a wireless radio communication 

system.  The radio communication option utilizes radios 
that operate in the license-free 900MHz band. Horizon 

Signals operated in the hardwire interconnect mode 
utilize an 18 gauge, 2 strand communication cable.

Wireless Interface System
The Wireless Interface Module allows a Horizon Portable Traffic Signal to be connected to 
and controlled by any NEMA compliant street corner controller.  This system allows for quick 
and easy temporary signal substitution of a permanent signal in the event of a knockdown, 
signal relocation, or traffic pattern reconfiguration.  The entire system can be setup and 
operational in 30 minutes.  

The wireless communication between the Horizon Signal system and the existing street 
corner control cabinet allows for full conflict monitoring of the temporary signal.  The loss 
of a lamp, or other error, at the temporary signal will be recognized by the control cabinet’s 
Malfunction Management Unit.  

Disabled Signal

Horizon Portable Signal
communicating wirelessly 
with existing street corner 

cabinet

Existing Control 
Cabinet
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The Horizon Signal controller is capable of being manually operated by the user.  Manual handling can be 
accomplished via three methods:  a hard-wired switch, a wireless remote, or via the micro-terminal.  Manual 
handling requires that a program already be entered into the controller so that red clearance times can be 
observed.  CAUTION:  Never have a micro-terminal plugged into the same controller as a manual handling 
device.

Hard Wired Switch
The cabled switch gets plugged into the Hirschmann plug on 
the side of the controller cabinet.  The user is able to call for 
a green indication on either end of the work zone, or place 
the switch in the middle position to rest the lights in red.  
Programmed red clearance times will automatically be applied 
between requested greens.  Not recommended for controlling 3 
or more traffic phases.

Wirelss Remote
The wireless remote allows the user to manually control 
traffic flow from anywhere within the work zone.  The 
reciever box gets plugged into the side Hirshcmann plug on 
the controller cabinet.  The  handheld unit wil operate up to 
1/4 mile from the reciever.  Pressing the “Manual” button 
turns the system to MANUAL mode, and turns all lights 
red.  The user can request a #1 green or a #2 green, or 
use the “Next” button to cycle through signals numerically.  
Programmed red clearance times will automatically be 
applied between requested greens.

Micro-Terminal
By pressing “E” from the Home Screen, the user can put the 
system into MANUAL mode via the micro-terminal.  The “R” 
key selects signals and the “+” key requests a green.  The 
“-” key ends the green phase and reverts it back to red.  A 
request of an opposing green will force the active phase to 
end and to observe the programmed rec clearance time.  The 
micro-terminal is the most efficient method for manually 
handling 3 or more traffic phases.  An additional extension 
cord is available.

Manual Handling Options
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Important Information
This operating manual contains important safety information!  Please read carefully and understand 

all of the information before operating equipment.  

Save this manual for future use.

The owner and/or user of this equipment must have an understanding of the manufacturer’s 

operating instructions and warnings before using the portable traffic signal system.  Personnel 

involved in the use and operation of equipment shall be careful, competent, and trained in the safe 

operation of the equipment.  Warning information should be emphasized and understood.  If the 

operator is not fluent in English, the manufacturer’s instructions and warnings shall be discussed in 

the operator’s native language by the purchaser or owner.
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Cables and Receptacles

Sensor Receptacle
HST P/N 00261

Flanged Hirschman Plug 
HST P/N  00258

Female Hirschman Plug
HST P/N 00242

Male Hirschman Plug
HST P/N 00242

Extra Large Dome Nut

HST P/N 00716

Small Dome Nut

HST P/N 00176
Large Dome Nut

HST P/N 00471

8 Wire Cable
HST P/N 00044

Upper Junction Box
HST P/N 00368

Lower Junction Box
HST P/N
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Cabinet and Parts

Controller Cabinet
HST P/N 00728

Controller Cabinet Backplate
HST P/N 00729

Hydraulic Components

Hydraulic Cylinder
HST P/N 00702

Hydraulic Pump w/Button
HST P/N 00698

41” Hydraulic Hose
HST P/N 00707

14.5” Hydraulic Hose
HST P/N 00706

1” x 5” Mounting Pin
HST P/N 00719

1” x 4” Mounting Pin
HST P/N 00718
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Light Components

Nut Weld Assembly
HST P/N 00417

Light Bracket
HST P/N 00403

Light Mounting Bar
HST P/N 00374

Bolt to Mount Lights Hinge Bracket for Dual Upper Lights
HST P/N 00248H

Work Zone Indicator Light
HST P/N 00224

Green LED P/N 00291
Yellow LED P/N 00292
Red LED P/N 00290

Signal Head Yellow Body/Yellow Doors
HST P/N 00560

Signal Head Black Body/Black Doors 
HST P/N 00501

Signal Head Yellow Body/
Black Doors

HST P/N 00284

Yellow Poly Back Plate
HST P/N 00594

Black Poly Back Plate
HST P/N 00504
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Battery Components

6 Volt Battery 
HST P/N 00196

Red Battery Cable 13”
HST P/N 0000282

Black Battery Cable 13”
HST P/N 00281

Jumper Battery Cable 17”
HST P/N 00520

45 Amp IQ4 Battery Charger
HST P/N 00191IQ4

45 Amp PowerMax Battery 
Charger

Black Poly Light Visor - Full
HST P/N 00285

Yellow Poly Light Visor - Full
HST P/N 00562

Black Poly Light Visor - Half
HST P/N 00285

Yellow Poly Light Visor - Half
HST P/N 00285

3rd Signal Head Relay
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Mast Components

Outer Tube of Mast Ext
HST P/N 00677

Extension Slide
HST P/N 00375

Bearing Collar Extension Arm
HST P/N 00381

Bolt for Mast Pivot Arm
HST P/N 00420

Bearing Plug Extension Arm
HST P/N 00382

Mast Transport Pin
HST P/N 00015

20 or 30 AMP Breaker Fuse Panel 60 AMP Breaker

IQ4 “Smart Charger” External 
Adapter
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Trailer Components

Trailer Tow Bar
see above

2 - 5/16” Ball Coupler
HST P/N 00559

Pin for Ball Coupler
HST P/N 00418

Safety Chain
HST P/N 00678

Stabilizer Jack
HST P/N 00429

Solar Components

Solar Panel Frame Pin
HST P/N 00247

Solar Slide Stop Bracket
HST P/N 00014

NOTE:  For replacement solar panels, please contact Horizon with manufacturer and wattage, if possible.  This 
information can be found on the bottom of the panels.

NOTE:  For replacement trailer tow bars, please contact Horizon to ensure the proper style is ordered.

Solar Panel
see above
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Controllers, Components, and Decals

Multi-Phase Controller
HST P/N 00457

Multi-Phase Micro-Terminal
HST P/N 00458

Horizon Signal Decal
HST P/N 00076

Overhead Wires Decal
HST P/N 00370

Pinch Point Decal
HST P/N 00371

55 MPH Decal
HST P/N 00372

Radar Sensor
HST P/N 00661

Traffic Camera Unit
HST P/N 00441

Circuit Board
HST P/N 00465A

2 - 5/16” ball Decal
HST P/N 00302

Video Camera

Video Monitor
HST P/N 00016
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Pilot Car Module
HST P/N 00228

12 Volt Loop Detector
HST P/N 00662

Handheld Remote
HST P/N 00149

Handheld Remote Box
HST P/N 00150

Relay Base
HST P/N 00018

Relay
HST P/N 00019

Morningstar
HST P/N 00089

On / Off Toggle Switch Electronic Relay
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Radio Components

Antenna Base
HST P/N 00586

Radio
HST P/N 00552

1x8 Nipple
HST P/N 00593

Nipple Plug
HST P/N 00591

Omni Antenna
HST P/N 00575

30’ Antenna Cable
HST P/N 00576
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In the event of a system error, the Micro-Terminal will display an error message which can be useful for 
diagnosing problems.  Below is a short description of each of these messages.

Error Message Description Reccommendation
Line Error A break in communication 

between signal controllers.
Check radios to make sure they are powered.  Radios that are 
functioning properly should have solid P light, and a solid M1 
light.  The L light will flash on Master radios and remain solid on 
Slave radios.

Move radio pos from Pin #9 to Pin #14 and move radio neg from 
Pin #19 to Pin #15.

If all lights are correct, check your radio antennas to ensure that 
they are mounted properly and have good connections to the 
radio unit.

Red Failed The Red Lamps did not turn 
on properly.

Check to make sure Red LEDs are properly installed within the 
signal head; check circuit board connections on Pins #3 and/
or #23; check to make sure Red LEDs are not burned out.  Note: 
on SQ3 systems, only 1 LED of each indication is required for the 
system to operate.

Yellow Failed The Yellow Lamps did not 
turn on properly.

Check to make sure Yellow LEDs are properly installed within the 
signal head; check circuit board connections on Pins #4 and/or 
#22; check to make sure Yellow LEDs are not burned out.  Note: 
on SQ3 systems, only 1 LED of each indication is required for the 
system to operate.

Green Failed The Yellow Lamps did not 
turn on properly.

Check to make sure Green LEDs are properly installed within the 
signal head; check circuit board connections on Pins #5 and/or 
#21; check to make sure Green LEDs are not burned out.  Note: 
on SQ3 systems, only 1 LED of each indication is required for the 
system to operate.

Red on, Green/Yellow 
on, Yellow failed

The Red Lamp is recieving 
voltage from a source other 
than the controller.

Check for any crossed or stray wires.  Check junction boxes and 
consoles for moisture.  Requires manual reset when corrected. 
(Note: on any “Lamp On” failure, the micro-terminal will always 
display “Yellow Failed” as well).

Yellow on, Green/Red 
on, Yellow failed

The Yellow Lamp is recieving 
voltage from a source other 
than the controller.

Check for any crossed or stray wires.  Check junction boxes and 
consoles for moisture.  Requires manual reset when corrected. 
(Note: on any “Lamp On” failure, the micro-terminal will always 
display “Yellow Failed” as well).

Green On, Red/Yellow 
on, Yellow failed

The Yellow Lamp is recieving 
voltage from a source other 
than the controller.

Check for any crossed or stray wires.  Check junction boxes and 
consoles for moisture.  Requires manual reset when corrected.  
(Note: on any “Lamp On” failure, the micro-terminal will always 
display “Yellow Failed” as well).

Power Break The input voltage to the 
controller is either too high 
or too low.

If voltage is lower that 10.9, the system is in a Low Voltage 
power break.  Charge your batteries.

If voltage is 14.5 or above, turn off your solar charger and con-
tact Horizon technical support @ (800) 852-8796.

System Errors
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Circuit Board
Hirschman 12V Negative Black 14 15 Black Fail Module Negative 15A Blank 12V Negative

Hirschman 12V Positive Pink 13 16 Blank 12V Positive 16A Blank 12V Positive

Hirschman Acknowledge Red 12 17 Yellow Fail Module Yellow 17A Blank

Hirschman Switch Green 11 18 Orange Yellow Negative 18A Red/Blk Green Negative

Hirschman Sensor White 10
19 Black Radio 12V Negative

Radio Positive Red 9
Hirschman Communication Orange 8 20 Blank 12v Negative 20A Blank 12V Negative

Hirschman Communication Yellow 7 21 Blank Green Light 21A Blank Green Light

22 Blank Yellow Light 22A Blank Yellow Light

Red Negative White 6 23 Blank Red Light 23A Blank Red Light

8 Wire Light Green 5 1A Black Sensor

8 Wire Yellow Light Yellow 4 24 Blank 12V Negative 24A Blank 6 Pin (Female) 12V Negative

8 Wire Red Light Red 3 25 Blank 12V Negative 25A Blank 12V Negative

8 Wire 12V Positive Blue 2 26 Blank 12V Positive

8 Wire Sensor Wht/Blk 1 27 Blank 12V Positive 30 Red Board Power Positive

# Red 6 Pin (Female) Communication 28A Yellow Radio Comm.

# Green 6 Pin (Female) Communication 28A Blank

29A Blank

29A Orange Radio Comm.

Wiring Diagrams
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Lower Junction Box - Standard

Upper Junction Box - Standard
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HORIZON SIGNAL TECHNOLOGIES

LIMITED WARRANTY

1. Horizon Signal Technologies, hereinafter referred to as HST, warrants New or Used HST Equipment and accessories 
to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of two years from the date of receipt of goods, 
subject to the conditions and restrictions contained herein.

2. HST further warrants New Service Parts furnished under this warranty to be free from defects in material and 
workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from date of shipment, or the remaining time on the HST warranty on 
the uni to which the Service Part is attached.

3. Exceptions to the general warranty statements above pertain to the following equipment installed at the factory: 

•	 LED signal indications are warranted for a period of five (5) years from date of 
manufacture.

•	 Signal Controllers are warranted for a period of two (2) years
•	 Battery Chargers are warranted for a period of two (2) years.
•	 Batteries and tires are covered by the manufactures warranty. All warranty claims 

should be addressed through the manufacturers as HST does not warrant these 
items.

4. This warranty does not apply to a product that has not been installed or maintained in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions, has been subjected to damage in an accident, abused or neglected during operation, 
repaired or modified by persons other than the manufacturer, its employees or authorized agents, or failed to have 
normal maintenance.

5. The buyer expressly agrees that the buyer’s sole remedy and the manufacturer’s sole responsibility, in respect 
to a warranty claim, is exclusively limited to repair or replacement at the manufacturer’s option of product or 
a portion thereof found by the manufacturer to be defective. The manufacturer is not responsible for labor or 
other expended charges by buyer including transportation charges and shall not be liable for any incidental 
or consequential damages connected with repair of a product deemed to be defective or with installation 
or replacement of repaired product. Further, the manufacturer disclaims any liability for any incidental or 
consequential damages, including lost or duplicated time or expense accruing for any reason, to the owner or 
user of any products sold by the manufacturer, whether claim is made in contract or in tort or under any theory of 
warranty, negligence or otherwise.

6. Subsequent Owners. Horizon Signal warranty covers the retail purchaser and all subsequent owners of the 
equipment during the specified warranty period. Should you sell this equipment it is therefore important that you 
complete the warranty registration form (attached above) and deliver the warranty document to the buyer so that 
the new owner can sign the registration form and forward it to HST Service Department to obtain the remaining 
warranty benefits, if required.

7. The terms and conditions of the warranty cannot be altered without the written consent of the manufacturer.

8. The HST warranty includes parts and labor costs required to repair or replace equipment at the selling Dealer’s 
business location.

9. The foregoing warranty is exclusive and in lieu of all other express, statutory and implied warranties, including 
those of merchantability and fitness for any particular purpose. There are no warranties, which extend beyond the 
language in the previous nine (9) paragraphs.


